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Introduction 

• What has been the policy response of  European 
and national actors to the financial crisis? 

 
• Given EMU constraints what is the effect on 

national labour markets and the welfare state? 
 
• What is the broader impact on the future of  

social Europe? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This descriptive introduction will outline the puzzle of the paper. The Eurozone crisis has exposed many coordination and governance problems of the European Union. Monetary constraints have shifted the entire burden of adjustment on to fiscal and labour market policy. Therefore we are interested in the interactive effect of national labour market policies and European coordination. We will briefly outline the causes of the crisis: reckless financial behaviour that has exposed the sovereign. It is primarily a banking crisis. The political challenge for Europe is to move beyond austerity and promote growth. But is this really possible given the massive institutional diversity between member states and the absence of European positive integration. The entire focus of adjustment has been on competitiveness i.e. to make all countries mirror the German economy. Therefore we need a theoretical framework to assess how the European Union interacts with national labour markets and why some countries prioritise certain policies over others. The theoretical framework of Thelen et al (i.e. the political economy of institutional change in comparative political economy) on different trajectories of liberalisation in diverse regimes of capitalism provides a useful heuristic to asses national variation. We will now briefly outline this literature before returning to the theme of European constraints....... No more than 5 min’s



Overview of  PPT  
1. What is the debate on national variations in labour market 

adjustment in comparative political economy? 
 

2. What is the impact of  the Eurozone crisis in the European Union on 
this debate? 
 

3. Case selection: the labour market and social policy reform strategy in 
Germany, Netherlands, Spain and Ireland.  
 

4. What is the role of  domestic institutions and political interests in 
shaping policy priorities? 
 

5. What are the different trajectories of  labour market change? 
 

6. Conclusion: what does this say about the future of  social Europe? 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very brief outline of the presentation (premised on the structure of our working paper) – 1 min



Theoretical Framework  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theoretically informed comparative configurational case study research design. 



1. What is the Debate in Comparative 
Political Economy? 

 
• Continued divergence of  European varieties of  capitalism  
• Explaining processes of  labour market change  
• Identifying different trajectories of  liberalisation 
• Political interests as drivers of  economic change 
• New political coalitions underpinning CMEs and LMEs 
• Continued coordination but declining solidarity  
 
• Is institutional change in the labour market being induced 

by new Eurozone constraints? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparative political economists and sociologists attempt to explain the causal factors behind national varieties of capitalism. This leads to an empirical analysis of the institutional underpinnings of national industrial relations, wage setting, social policy and corporate governance regimes. Over the past ten years, the main framework has been Hall & Soskice’s theory on institutional comparative advantage. This led to a distinction between CMEs and LMEs (brief explanation) - core unit of analysis is the corporate firm. National economic performance can be traced to competing institutional ecologies whereby employers seek competitive advantage either though markets or strategic cooperation.  Employer coordination is the core factor in explaining national variation. When faced with a crisis national economies will continue down the path of either a CME or an LME. The purpose is to illustrate (against neoclassicism and critical theory) that national production regimes are not converging on a neoliberal model. The problem was that it lost focus on three core feature of contemporary political economies: politics (particularly the role of the state), institutional change (economies are not converging but they are liberalising) and egalitarianism (inequality still matters). All of this can be traced to the overly stylised rational choice and historical institutional underpinnings of the theory. Corporate firms are presented as rational benevolent actors. Institutions are conceptualised as independent variables to explain economic performance i.e. their efficiency enhancing effects. Contemporary scholarship has evolved from explaining national variation in-itself (we know differences exist) to explaining different trajectories of institutional change and the solidaristic enhancing effects of institutions. Unpacking the analytic space in this way has shown that there is significantly more change taking place than VoC allows. Coordination has remained stable (primarily in employer led CMEs) but no longer do industrial relations and labour market institutions decrease inequality. In fact – new cleavages are opening up. This is best reflected in the work of Thelen who has identified three distinct trajectories of change associated with rapid change in the labour market (i.e. associated with increased female participation rates, shift to service based employment): liberalisation as de-regulation, liberalisation as dualisation and liberalisation as embedded flexibility. But Thelen does not account for two important factors, 1) the impact of the financial crisis and austerity on the politics of distribution in Europe and 2) the macroeconomic constraints of the Eurozone on pushing EU member states toward market conforming strategies. This leads to the following questions: what is the impact of the Eurozone crisis on the trajectory of change in national labour markets. Are we witnessing continued divergence or convergence? Why have some policy responses been prioritised over others? And is the change being induced by domestic interests or external-EU constraints? Only in-depth case study analysis can answer these questions. But before we do this, let us first examine some empirical trends in the Eurozone over time to illustrate the interactive effect with national labour markets.... No more than 5 min’s



Historical Change in European Political 
Economies  

  Keynesianism  Neoliberalism 

Macro-economic State-management  Monetarism  

Macro-governance Neo-corporatism Elite networks  

Instrumental objective Full employment  Competiveness  

Main actor(s) State-trade unions Business-finance   

Actor relations Political exchange  Market power 

Wage setting National incomes policy Organised de-centralisation 

Social policy Equality Activation 

Fiscal policy Deficit financed spending Permanent austerity 

Function Social stability Flexibilisation  

Growth Mass production Financial markets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brief conceptualisation of historical change in the European Union. From Keynesianism to neoliberalism. The latter manifests itself in different ways depending on country specific institutional regimes. But will the interests governing the political response to the Eurozone crisis lead to greater convergence amongst member states? If so, in what direction?



2. The Eurozone Crisis 

• Institutional architecture:  
Fixed interest rates, non accommodating exchange rate, rigid debt 
and budget criteria, fiscal compact, permanent austerity, structural 
divergences in competitiveness, different economic growth models. 
Monetary policy shifts entire burden of  adjustment on to labour 
market, fiscal and social policy. 

• Actors: 
ECB, EU Commission, European Council, IMF, Finance markets 
and the German state.  Weak transnational unions and employers. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the monetary constraints of the EMU that has shifted the entire burden of adjustment on to the labour market? This is primarily based upon a macro-economic idea that export led growth is best enhanced through holding down unit labour costs. But it completely ignores the massive diversity and growth models of the 17 member states. The response of a ‘one size fits all approach’ ignores all of the empirical findings in comparative political economy over the past 30 years but fits perfectly with the assumptions of neoclassical economics. Ideas matter but who are the actors? The core actors are the ECB and the EU commission. Coordination in response to the banking crisis was abysmal. The impact of the ‘financial loans’ to those states that have been priced out of markets are harsher than what the IMF has proposed. Even before this, the EU refused to offer support to eastern and central European countries (IMF provided 100 percent of the loans). There are no transnational employer or trade union association capable of coordinating a Eurozone wide labour market response. Holding the diversity amongst of member states constant let us briefly examine some general Euroland trends that affect the labour market: trade union density, bargaining coverage and wage coordination.



Empirical Trends in Euroland 



Five Year Mean Trade Union Density in Eurozone 
Countries (1960-2010) 
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Bargaining power of unions matters in a context where there are no legal-formal constraints on employers. The latter only exists in the core western coordinated economies of Europe i.e. not Ireland, Spain, Italy or central and eastern Europe. These ‘beneficial constraints’ acted as a counter-cyclical constraint on employers and avoided the worst excesses of boom-bust cycles. Despite this all ‘programme states’ are being encouraged to liberalise employer constraints and embed a business friendly regime. Again, this is based on the idea of a perfectly competitive labour market.... 1 minute



Five Year Mean Collective Bargaining Coverage in 
Eurozone Countries (1960-2010) 
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The decline in bargaining coverage is even more pronounced in Germany.... 1 minute



 
 

Wage Coordination in Eurozone Countries  
(1960-2010) 
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Presentation Notes
Wage coordination has remained relatively stable because of the role of employers. The shift in Europe has been toward organised de-centralisation not the market. But this does not produce solidarity enhancing effects. Furthermore, programme states are expected to dismantle wage setting institutions. This is a case of de-regulated liberalisation.... 1 minute



The Decline in Wage Share as % of  GDP in 
Eurozone Countries  
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A brief snapshot of shift from wages to profits. Wage restraint is a core factor in explaining the crisis particularly in the USA and Germany. In the USA it led to an explosion in cheap credit. In Germany it led to structural imbalances within the Euro.... Anchoring the macroeconomy (i.e. aggregate demand) in productivity related wage growth rather than finance has not been even remotely considered by European policy makers. Why not? 1 minute



The Eurozone Crisis?  

• Shifting the banking crisis on to: 
 

– Public expenditure: citizens  
– Labour market policy: workers 

 

• But what about Eurozone structural imbalances? 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some data on diverging unit labour costs, employment, economic growth, trade deficits/surplus. The general point from this section is to illustrate the limited amount of coordination and the structural divergence within the Eurozone. The problems are diverse and country specific yet the prescription to overcome these structural imbalances is a one size fits all ‘coordinated austerity’. There is no coherent approach to social policy, growth or employment and a firm belief in expansionary fiscal consolidation. This is particularly the case for policies targeted at programme countries (i.e. those run by the troika), and eastern and central European countries (some of whom, those with exchange rates tied to the Euro, are directly in the hands of the IMF). Those who benefitted most from the Euro continue to benefit the most (Netherlands, Finland and Germany). None of these structural imbalances are being questioned. The indicators are examined not as a relationship between countries. The data is questionable but we use it as it is these scorecards that are informing EU policy making. Given all of these constraints will a labour market adjustment (i.e. internal devaluation) work? What direction of change will it go? Eurozone Macro-Imbalance Score CardCurrent account balance as % of GDPNet International InvestmentReal effective exchange rateShare of world exportsNominal Unit Labour Costs Unemployment Private debt Private credit flowHouse pricesGeneral Government Gross Debt
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Spain, Germany and the Netherlands initially engaged in a stimulus which avoided the type of collapse witnessed in Ireland. The crisis left the sovereign exposed to bad bank debt. The taxpayer took on this debt to avoid a full on depression. The policy approach now is to get back to balanced budgets. Coordinated austerity is having a negative impact on employment. See next slide:



EU Unemployment 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unemployment is on the rise 



National Unemployment 
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But it is negatively distributed. Countries with the biggest crisis, largest imposed austerity and least coordinated labour markets most affected. The type of short term working schemes introduced in Netherlands and Germany (CMEs) were not pursued in Spain (MME) and Ireland (LME). Yet policy prescriptions from Europe, as we will see in the case studies was to push for greater liberalisation not coordinated. 



Current account as % of  GDP 
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Not every country can be an export economy. In Ireland, it is a fall in imports that has improved the current account deficit. Ireland and Spain were importing in excess of their exports. But to stop this would require imposing trade embargos and breaking EU common market rules. This divergence (or more precisely, this relationship) is not captured in the VoC framework which is focused on national economic performance. By focusing in on the isolated parts it losses sight of the bigger picture. These are the macro pressures that are inducing domestic change. 



Net International Investment % of  
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This illustrates that the domestic economy of Ireland and Spain were indebted to the rest of the world. A more refined analysis would show that they are indebted to other regions of Euroland. Again, the relationship is what matters, and it is clearly imbalanced. Ireland and Spain do not have large stocks of domestic capital for investment. They are reliant on surplus and historically rich countries. Will austerity solve this problem?



Private Credit Flow as % of  GDP 
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It is an empirical question whether the Euro led to diverging capital flows i.e. one size fits all interest rates. Post-EMU there was a financial orgy in some countries, fuelling divergent and uncoordinated business cycles. Investors were throwing their money at risky investments leading to asset price bubbles and subsequently private sector debt (see next slide). The Euro did not cause the crisis but it has left some member states fragile and exposed to finance markets.



Private Debt as % of  GDP 
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Is it possible to carry this level of debt? Banking crisis are rarely resolved without massive recapitalisation and removing toxic assets.  



General Government Debt as % of  
GDP 
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Nominal Unit Labour Costs 
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But despite these structural imbalances the entire focus has been on labour costs (treated as an external imbalance), to generate a German style export led growth. There is no empirical evidence to suggest a relationship between growth or unit labour costs and growth of outcome (Felipe & Kumar). Unit labour costs reflect a distribution of income between wages and profits. Massive wage restraint in one country will obviously make other countries look less ‘competitive’, in aggregate terms. In the current crisis, the implication on aggregate demand is being ignored. What the growth in unit labour costs shows in Ireland is not so much competitiveness but nontradeable sectors gaining share in the overall economy. What is the role of unit capital costs in the politics of adjustment, and why not view wages through the lens of distribution rather than increasing employer profit margins (i.e. in terms of aggregate demand). The guiding neoclassical labour market assumption (idea) is that labour is a cost to an employer not a benefit to an employee. Would it be sensible from a policy perspective to conclude that the lower the labor share, the better off the economy? Surely there is something wrong here.Furthermore, will this narrow focus on national competitiveness or internal devaluation lead to increased divergence or convergence? What are the distributional implications of an internal devaluation? I will return to this guiding question shortly. Lets first examine some general trends in income inequality. 
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Supply side policies or activation are a central EU prescription to tackle the employment crisis. This is very much in line with the OECD neoclassical economic model. But it does not reflect the empirical reality that the current employment crisis is on of demand not supply. 



The At Risk of  Poverty Rate (% of  
Population) 2010 
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The general point is that the stronger economies are also the most equal with historically evolved and institutionally embedded forms of social policy and domestic compensation to offset market risk. But even in these ‘coordinated market’ economies inequality is on the rise. This points to a move away from ‘social Europe’. Coordinated but unequal. 
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There has been no coordination of social and employment policy or any attempt to move away from debt to income led growth. This is primarily a national coordination tool. But will a fragile Eurozone makes matters worse for national welfare states and domestic democratic politics? A lot depends on the extent of the crisis. 



A Fragile Eurozone  
• The paradox is that the institutional architecture of  the EMU 

has made countries more fragile. 
 
• Finance markets can force a default because member states are 

issuing debt in a foreign currency. The democratic sovereign 
can be stripped naked.  

 
• The EU response has been to pursue a coordinated strategy 

of  austerity and labour market liberalisation i.e. an internal 
devaluation and ‘structural reform’.  

 
• What is the implication for national welfare states?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of this points to the paradox that Eurozone governance has actually exacerbated the economic crisis in some member states. Monetary constraints have increased the importance of national labour market policies in the politics of adjustment. Adjusting on unit labour costs rather than unit capital costs has implications as to who should shoulder the burden of the crisis - capital or labour. This is not to deny it might be necessary for labour to shoulder some of the burden, given that we live in market economy. But, it does have huge normative implications and indicates a clear preference by the state to defend the interest of employers over employees when confronting the economic crisis. Furthermore, it will inevitably lead to less money in circulation in the economy. Less money circulating in the economy means fewer jobs. Cuts in low wages to improve competitiveness is, in reality, an argument to increase profit.Internal devaluation is a painful adjustment. There is European wide labour market coordination and it is premised on the interests and policy preferences of employers i.e. entirely shifted on to labour. We will now examine the domestic interests shaping the reforms of national labour markets, and how this plays out, in Germany, Netherlands, Spain and Ireland. The guiding question is whether national actors have the autonomy to carve out a coordinated labour market response to enhance egalitarian outcomes. If not, why not? If so, what are the conditions that enable this to happen? Returning to the theoretical framework we will identify four trajectories of liberalisation taking place and examine how these feed back into the future of ‘social Europe’ ? .... No more than 3 min’s



National Case Studies  



3. What Conditions the Domestic 
Labour Market Response? 

• Institutions: 
National employment relations, wage coordination, social 
and labour market policies, previous fiscal bargains, power 
resources and Christian/social democratic state traditions. 

• Actors/Interests: 
Coalition governments, political parties, trade unions, 
employer organisations, companies/sectors (i.e. banking)  
NB: Political party, trade union and employer associations 
are not homogenous. Internal coalitions matter. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the historically evolved domestic institutions that shape the politics of labour market adjustment? If we conceptualise institutions as formal structures that pattern social life and condition economic and employment performance then we need to examine the underlying political interests or coalitions that support them. This applies to both labour market and social policy. The historical evolution and variation in Christian democratic, social democratic and catholic subsidiarity oriented welfare states is a case in point. Each of these provide different roles and responsibilities for organised interests in formulating and implementing public policy. We need to specify and recognise that organisations such as trade unions, employers and political parties are not homogenous. As we will see in the German case, wage coordination is sustained because of a particular coalition between trade union and employer associations in the manufacturing sector. Therefore they have an interest in maintaining the ‘organised capitalism’ and skill formation that sustains export led growth. In Ireland, it is a coalition between the public sector and government as employer. This produces a very different political dynamic. We hypothesise that domestic institutions and interests will interact with Eurozone constraints to produce different paths of adjustment in the labour market. In turn, this is dependent on other contextual factors i.e. the depth of the crisis. This leads to the following heuristics to guide our case studies (next slide)



Hypothesised Trajectories of  
Liberalisation 

• Coordinated labour market dualisation – Germany 
 
• Coordinated liberalised flexibility – Netherlands 
 
• Liberalised de-regulation and dualisation – Ireland 
 
• Liberalised labour market segmentation - Spain 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The trajectory of change in Germany will lead to increased dualisation between the manufacturing sectors and the rest of the economy – reinforcing its coordinated market economy (in some sectors).  In the Netherlands, the focus will remain on a collective flexibilisation but offset by social security policy for Dutch ‘insiders’ – reinforcing its coordinated liberal economy.   In Ireland, the focus will be on liberalised de-regulation – reinforcing its liberal market economy. In Spain, the focus on de-regulation will lead to increased segmentation. In Ireland and Spain, national actors have less room for manoeuvre. But Ireland is better placed to internalise the ideational and institutional constraints of the EU because of its market-business friendly regime. These are all forms of ‘liberalisation’ in that they aim at supply side reforms and developed in response to austerity. In this regard, all our cases are all ‘liberal’ and ‘coordinated’. But we are interested in assessing which forms of coordination produce more or less egalitarianism. This has not been examined in the comparative political economy literature. Nor has the role of institutions been probed in the econometric literature on income inequality (even though most acknowledge the importance of wage setting institutions, collective bargaining and social policy)....no more than 5 min’s 



Framework for Analysing Euro-national 
Cases 

 
1. Political Economic Architecture  
2. Impact of  the Crisis  
3. Labour Market Reform Strategy 
4. Political Coalition Underpinning Reform 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In each country we begin with a tour de horizon of the political economic architecture (based around the core insights of comparative political economy and VoC). Then we briefly examine the impact of the crisis (and the growth strategy prior to the crisis). We then assess the labour market and social policy reform strategy (and how it interacts with the EU constraints). Finally we probe the actors, interests and ideas (the political coalition) underpinning the reform strategy. This will enable us to conclude the underlying causal mechanism driving the reforms and why some have been prioritised over others. We are less interested in their efficiency or performance enhancing effects but their solidarity or egalitarian enhancing effects. We argue that to explain the underlying reform one must examine the dominant political coalition underpinning industrial relations.... 3mins  



4. Empirical Indicators  

• National reforms that aim to change: 
Active/passive labour market policies 
Social security  
Wage setting institutions  
Wage levels  (public-private sector) 
Employment (public-private sector) 
Collective bargaining coverage (public-private sector) 
Process of  change: consensual or conflictive  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use changes in the following indicators to assess the policy reforms: the type of supply side reforms aimed at activation,  the interaction with the social security system (cuts in payment or not), the type of de-centralisation trends in wage setting, the mechanisms to reduce labour costs (i.e. increased productivity, short term working, unemployment or wage cuts),  the differentiation between public and private sectors, the interaction between the state and the private sector to develop employment policies (i.e. did government intervene, adopt capital intensive programmes, or coordinate a jobs strategy), trends in collective bargaining coverage (i.e. are policies in place to avoid dualisation or not, who is covered and who is not). Finally, we are interested in identifying whether policy reforms been pursued in cooperation with the social partners (concertation) or unilaterally (direct legislation by government). We predict that the extent of the crisis and the veto power of organised labour will primarily determine the level of autonomy actors have over their reform strategy.   
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This is a snapshot in time. Useful but does not tell us anything about the underlying dynamics or politics of change. We need in-depth case studies to tease out the causal factors. 
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Social Spending as % of  GDP 
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Public Unemployment Spending (% of  GDP) 
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Public Expenditure on Active Labour Market Policies 
(% of  GDP) 
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Germany 
 
• Classic coordinated market economy: vocational training 

system and coordinated collective bargaining in the 
manufacturing sector.  

 
• Impact of  the crisis immediately offset by stimulus package by 

German government and short-term working schemes  
 

• Coordinated employment and social reform strategy has 
reinforced the dualised labour market between manufacturing 
and services. 
 

• Why have certain responses been prioritised over others – the 
underlying political interests of  core manufacturing sector? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Germany is a case of coordinated dualism. Liberalisation occurs through drift and primarily located in domestic service economy (McDonalds is now the largest German service employer). The manufacturing sectors have increased cooperation (in training and wages) but at the expense of everyone else. It is coordinated but not an encompassing corporatist strategy. Collective bargaining coverage has collapsed. Almost 90 percent of short time working schemes (supported by the state) have been implemented in the high productivity chemical and engineering sectors. Despite the labour market reform strategy being pursued internally within Germany, the policies it espouses at transnational European level make it impossible for these to be transferred to other member states. Short term working has not been encouraged as a collective social policy to redistribute work across member states. Nor has there been a focus on sector specific training. But nationally, the coordinated reform strategy in Germany increased dualisation and decreased solidarity – data on decline in trade union density and collective bargaining.... To explain the reform strategy we have to examine the underlying political coalition, which in turn leads to an examination of other factors: declining power resources 3 min’s



Declining German Trade Union Density 
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Insert graph on declining trade union density, increased short term contracts, trends in income inequality and collective bargaining. The favourable economic conditions in Germany in 2010-2011 has allowed trade unions to adopt a more assertive bargaining position. Strikes in the public sector and aviation led to pay settlements significantly above previous years. But consumer price inflation was almost twice as high. In 2010, the federal labour court strengthened the rights of small or ‘niche’ unions. These have gained significant influence over the past couple of years. The ruling put an end to the principle of Traifeinheit – which asserts that there can only be one collective bargaining agreement in a company. Following this the DGB and the BDA adopted a joint initiative to re-instate the principle. The DGB fear it will increase the influence of professional associations and lead to a decline in solidarity. The conflict can be traced to internal politics of the German coalition government with a divergence of opinion on collective bargaining law between the CDU and FDP. The increasingly influential ‘de spiegal’ magazine on the ‘disruptive rise of niche unions’, following on from a quote by the CDU floor leader that “the niche egoism of individual trade unions is causing substantial economic damage“.  



Declining Collective Bargaining Coverage 
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Netherlands 
• Classic small open liberal market economy (i.e. export growth with 

coordinated wage restraint) with robust social compensation policies to 
offset market risk.  
 

• Impact of  the crisis immediately offset by fiscal stimulus but soon 
rolled back. Strong emphasis on austerity, public sector cuts and the 
individualisaton of  risk. 
 

• Coordinated labour market reform strategy but it has increased 
precarity not security. Continued liberalisaton and individualisaton. 
 

• Why have certain responses been prioritised over others – the 
underlying political interests of  right-of-centre government? 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Netherlands is a case of embedded flexibility because of how social policy interacts with a flexible labour market. Sectoral differentiation is less important than the German case. But the trajectory of change is clearly liberal in orientation with all market risk almost entirely individualised. There is limited emphasis on training and up-skilling. The insiders/outsiders are not between unionised and non-unionised (as in Ireland) or manufacturing and services (as in Germany) but between immigrants and low skilled services. The Netherlands has significantly more room for domestic manoeuvring but political interests (successive right-of-centre governments) are transforming the much celebrated ‘polder model’. The Dutch government is being held hostage by a populist far-right party. An aggressive fiscal austerity package is impacting most on the public sector despite the fact that the overall economy is in strong shape. The limitations of an employer rather than trade union led wage coordination are becoming increasingly obvious.... Examine the underlying political coalition – government is held hostage by a far-right populist anti-European party whilst trade unions increasingly restricted by the populist left….3mins  
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Insert graph on declining trade union density, increased short term contracts, trends in income inequality and dominance of right-centre government. Netherlands, similar to Spain has an increasingly dualised labour market but unions are more willing to engage in a series of negotoated trade offs. The agreement to trade the regulation of temporary agency workers (protected union members) for increased flexibilisation of the margins (non-members) has not been to the benefit of younger workers and those on temporary contracts. The unions are responsible for increased flexibilsation of the labour market. The dynamics of the reform strategy are conditioned by new conflicts and political coalitions. The influence of the Bonden – sectoral unions – who are increasingly dominated by the socialist party. FNV leadership closer to the Labour party. But are they reaping the outcomes of years of benevolent technocracy. Logic of membership versus logic of influence. Political differences are dominating the strategy with the socialists closer to the low paid? Meanwhile the left dimension of the Christian democrats have given up on the welfare state. Labour party left wage policy and employment to the market (i.e. a third way policy of non-interference). Increasing focus on activation. In short, the unions and social democrats (like everywhere else in Europe are in crisis). Fertile ground for Wilders.  



Encompassing Collective Bargaining 
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Spain 
• Classic ‘Mediterranean’ variety of  capitalism with strong role 

for the state in coordinating industrial relations. 
 
• The crisis had a massive impact on construction. Initially 

offset by fiscal stimulus but soon rolled back after pressure 
from ECB.  

 
• Unilateral reforms to change labour law which has increased 

unemployment and dualisation. 
 
• Why have certain responses been prioritised over others –the 

underlying political interests of  European constraints? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spain is a case of increased dualisation but different from the German case. It does not have a coordinated export oriented sector and national development post-EMU (similar to Ireland) was based construction. The strongest growth potential comes from domestic services such as tourism. Unlike Germany or the Netherlands it does not have encompassing trade union or employer associations capable of autonomously coordinating the labour market. All reforms have been driven unilaterally by the state and aimed at improving competitiveness (i.e. become more German). The objective is to drive down labour costs and increase the flexibility of the labour market. The underlying interests and political coalition are not primarily domestically driven (therefore different to the Netherlands and Germany) but exogenous: pressure from the European commission and the ECB (i.e. closer to Ireland in this regard). Trade unions are too weak to be considered a social partner outside the PSOE and there is a remarkable consensus amongst competing political parties..... 3 min’s But more importantly, from the perspective of the politics conditioning labour market change, Spain is under intense pressure from the European Union and investors to drastically cut its deficit and prove it will be able to repay its debt without asking for outside help.  



Declining Spanish Trade Union Density 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insert graph on dualisation, trade union density, unemployment and other relevant indicators. The UGT and CCOO organised a general strike on the 29th March against an announced labour law reform which amongst others reduces severance pay, allows company-level collective agreements to undercut branch-level agreements and gives employers more scope to impose changes unilaterally.  But Spanish Unions, unlike the Dutch are less willing to compromise and negotiate change. This is for a variety of factors (absence of technocratic labour market corporatist tradition). High unemployment, high expenditure of unemployment benefits, minimal part time employment and secure conditions for white middle class professionals. Young workers have very little interest in trade union politics. Unions close to the Labour party who are also facing a legitimacy crisis. In the current crisis there is very little to trade. Perhaps a deal on part time employment and flexibility but then unions might end up where the Dutch are. 	



Ireland  
• Ireland is a classic case of  a small open liberal market economy 

without robust social compensation to offset market risk. 
 

• The crisis had a massive impact on construction and banking 
sector. No fiscal stimulus but an austerity package that according to 
the IMF – largest recorded in history of  western capitalist 
democracy. 
 

• Unilateral labour market reform strategy that has followed the 
preference of  the troika – decentralised wage bargaining, cuts in 
social security and public sector, enhanced activation and 
liberalising the few reamining labour regulations. 
 

• Why have certain responses been prioritised over others –the 
underlying political interests of  European constraints? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ireland is a case of liberalised de-regulation. The outcome is dualisation between the unionised public sectors and the rest of the economy. The focus is on flexibility but unlike the Dutch case there is no encompassing collective bargaining regime or social security system to offset market risk. Ireland has a very successful export economy but it is not coordinated along the German lines. It primarily follows the US business model. All reforms are aimed at driving down unit labour costs, cuts in public sector employment and wages, and increased labour market flexibility. The purpose is to enhance competitiveness. Unlike Spain, this might work for Ireland, as it is closer to the neoclassical assumptions underpinning the design of EMU. The underlying political coalition driving the reforms are slightly more nuanced than Spain. It is exogenously driven by EU Commission, ECB and IMF (the IMF being the least aggressive) but domestic interests provide mutual support for this: conservative governments and dominance of employer interests in the business model. The last remaining sector of ‘coordination’  (public and semi-state) is coming under significant pressure for radical reform..... 3 min’s



Declining Irish Trade Union Density 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphs on trends in density, bargaining coverage,  unemployment and other relevant indicators



Declining Collective Bargaining Coverage  
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Analysis  



5. Different Trajectories of  Institutional 
Change 

• Germany: increased dualised labour market based 
around cross-class coalition in the manufacturing 
sectors. Continued coordination but declining 
equality (CME). 
 

• Netherlands: increased flexibility, short term 
contracts and public service employment based 
around cross-class coalition aimed at ‘flexicurity’. 
Continued coordination but declining equality and 
intra-political conflicts (CME).  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief outline of trajectory of change in the labour market. It fits our proposed hypothesise on coordinated liberalisation and declining egalitarianism. The change is being driven more by domestic interests than European constraints. This reflects the weakened position of unions and strengthened position of employers in manufacturing sectors – in addition to conservative governments.... 1 min 



Continued 
• Spain: increased flexibility of  labour laws, de-

centralised wage bargaining and weakened social 
protection based around EU demands. Weakened 
unions and employers. Declining coordination and 
declining equality (MME).    

 
• Ireland: continued flexibility of  labour laws, de-

centralised wage bargaining, supply-side activation, 
weakened unions and business friendly 
environment, based around a political coalition of  
MNC employers, EU and the state. Declining 
coordination and declining equality (LME). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief outline of the trajectory of change in the labour market. It fits our proposed hypothesise on declining coordination and declining egalitarianism. The change is being driven by exogenous pressures associated with the EMU. This is not to say that domestic institutions do not matter. But the political interests that underpin European actors (ECB etc) are more important.



Explaining Institutional Change 
• Profound reshaping of  the politics in society over the 

past 30 years. 
 

– Liberalisation of  trade and investment 
– Globalisation/Europeanisation 
– Shift to service based employment  
 

• New interest group configurations, conflicts and partisan 
politics are mediating labour market reform strategy.  

 
• Liberalisation of  institutionalised power resources in 

favour of  market coordination and flexibility.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All countries are experiencing increased fragmentation, segmentation and dualisation of the labour market. This is leading to new conflicts and political coalitions. Those who are most organised (in terms of power and institutional resources) will condition labour market and social policy reform strategy. 



What are the implications for the 
Eurozone? 

• Continued national wage and labour market coordination in 
employer led CMEs. Coordinated CMEs are resilient. 

 
• But declining capacity of  the state to engage in equality 

enhancing and egalitarian public policies in a context of  
permanent austerity. 

 
• EMU constraints has forced peripheral countries into 

liberalised de-regulation to improve ‘market competitiveness’. 
Hence decreasing coordination and equality. 

 
• In the absence of  strong domestic institutions the constraints 

of  EMU will push countries toward increased liberalisation.  
 

 



6. Conclusion 
• The importance of  ideas, politics and financial interests in the 

economics of  adjustment. 
 
• Different strategies of  labour market adjustment based on evolving 

historical-political coalition of  interests. 
 
• European economic governance is more Hayekian than Polanyian.  

 
• Any shift toward coordinated egalitarianism requires a counter-

movement aimed at a new politics of  solidarity. 
 

• Whether trade unions can reform and provide this for the 
‘precariat’ is an open question? But contrary to VoC, it will not 
come from the benevolent interest of  employers. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nowhere have trade unions had a meaningful input into the labour market adjustment strategy. What remains is a defence of previous institutional or public policy bargains (primarily in the public sector). A defence of pre-existing bargains is not necessarily the best strategy to defend the interests of employees, particularly young workers, women, migrants and the growing precariat. Will we witness an emergent counter-movement aimed at a new politics of solidarity in a post-crisis Europe? I fear it will come from the populist right. Hence the danger of the current and short-sighted adjustment strategy that shifts the entire burden of adjustment on to citizens and workers without embedding social compensation to offset the worst excesses of market liberalisation. 
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